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Abstract

We need to overcome limitations of present assessment and also integrate newer research in our work about sciatica. Inflammation induces changes in the DRG and nerve root. It sensitizes the axons. Nociceptor is a unique axon. It is pseudo unipolar: both its ends, central and peripheral, behave in similar fashion. The nerve in periphery which carries these axons may selectively become sensitive to mechanical pressure—"mechanosensitized," as we coin the phrase. Many pain questionnaires are used and are effective in identifying neuropathic pain solely on basis of descriptors but they do not directly physically correlate nerve root and pain. A thorough neurological evaluation is always needed. Physical examination is not direct pain assessment but testing mobility of nerve root and its effect on pain generation. There is a dogmatic dominance of dermatomes in assessment of leg pain. They are unreliable. Images may not correlate with symptoms and pathology in about 28% of cases. Electrophysiology may be normal in purely inflamed nerve root. Palpation may help in such inflammatory setting to refine our assessment further.

Confirmation of sciatica is done by selective nerve root block (SNRB) today but it is fraught with several complications and needs elaborate inpatient and operating room set up. We have used the unique property of the pseudo unipolar axon that both its ends have similar functional properties and so inject along its peripheral end sodium channel blockers to block the basic cause of the mechanosensitization namely upregulated sodium channels in the root or DRG.

Thus using palpation we may be able to detect symptomatic nerve in stage of inflammation and with distal end injection, along same inflamed nerve we may be able to abolish and so confirm sciatica. Discussions of sciatica pain diagnosis tend to immediately shift and centre on the affected disc rather than the nerve. Theoretically it may be possible to detect the affected nerve by palpating the nerve and relieve pain moment we desensitize the nerve.
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Introduction

Sciatica was thought to be due to pressure alone on the sciatic nerve root by a herniated disc. Newer understanding is chemical factors may be important in addition to mechanical factors.\(^1\) Nucleus pulposus can induce functional and structural nerve root changes in the absence of mechanical compression and this effect is mediated by substances located at the surface of NP cells. \(^2,3,4\) Radiculopathy in early stages is due to increased excitability and sensitization of DRG and root and results in projected pain, with pain very specifically along the distribution of the peripheral sensory nerve fibers. Excitability and sensitization of the fibers at that stage may respond to treatments directed at stabilizing oversensitive nerve membranes, by channel blockers, anesthetics and anticonvulsant medications.\(^5,6,7,8,9,10,11\) This nerve affection may progress to mechanical compression and nerve dysfunction in a linear way.

Primary afferent fibers have a unique morphology, called pseudo-unipolar, wherein both central and peripheral terminals have common axonal stalk. This distinguishes the primary afferent neuron from the typical neuron, where the recipient branch of the neuron (the dendrite) is biochemically distinct from the transmission branch (the axon). The biochemical functional similarity of central and peripheral terminals means that the nociceptor can send and receive messages from either end. This is a very significant functional characteristic.\(^12\)

Neural tissue mechanosensitivity (local tenderness over nerve trunks and pain in response to limb movements that elongate the nerve) is a recognized feature of pain of neural origin. The straight leg raise (SLR) and slump tests are used to assess mechanosensitivity of the sciatic nerve tract. Nerve palpation is an additional assessment technique in the examination of neural tissue pain disorders. Under normal circumstances, peripheral nerve trunks are usually painless to non-noxious stimuli but if the nerve trunks are inflamed, even mild mechanical provocation, such as gentle palpation, can cause pain and protective muscle spasm. Therefore, if pain is provoked by the SLR and slump tests, then a similar pain response would be elicited by gentle nerve palpation. Traditionally nerves are palpated at back of thigh and knee and on lateral aspect of the knee, namely sciatic and tibial and common peroneal. In cases of sciatica commonly pain is felt below the knee so it may be necessary to palpate the nerves below the knee. This is to confirm mechanosensitization of the nerve all along its length. It is not known if in symptomatic patients with sciatica distal parts of the nerve are painful and tender or not. Palpation of nerve for tenderness in symptomatic patients is part A of our study.

Selective nerve root block (SNRB) in the foramen has been recently proposed as gold standard for diagnosing and managing leg pain. Use of steroids and ozone as anti-inflammatory and local anesthetic as sodium channel blocker is done in SNRB. The injection may give relief of pain of variable duration and confirms origin of pain, by relieving it. Although the benefits for epidural steroid injections may include transient pain relief the risk attributed to these injections outweighs the benefits. It has been reported that injection along the course of painful sensitized but distal to area of affected nerve is also effective in relieving pain but it is not known where distally will it be most effective and what will be the mechanism of relief? This is part B of the study to see.
effect of sodium channel blocker on sciatic pain and mechanosensitization of the nerve when injected at distal most part of the nerve. We propose distal injection at the site of tender area found in symptomatic patient in part A of the nerve in cases of sciatica.

Study Part A

Methods

Inclusion criteria

Patients with back and leg pain in outpatient presenting within 3-12 weeks of their complaints, uninvestigated, and untreated. This was their first contact with a clinician for diagnosis and management of their pain and related complaints. Initially sciatic nerve around Ischial tuberosity, tibial nerve at popliteal fossa and or common peroneal nerve at or near fibular neck were palpated on symptomatic side and only if sciatic + 1 of 2 were found to be tender, study was further refined by going more distal and detection of nerve ends or apparent ends which were tender was done. Choice of nerve to be palpated distal to knee was done based on apparent dermatomal distribution of pain. An attempt was done to correlate the tender part of the nerve with the apparent dermatome affected. Point of maximum tenderness of the nerve was noted. Since most patients were with pain distribution along L5 or S1 dermatome we palpated deep peroneal nerve and sural nerve respectively. The choice of the spot for palpation was dictated by ease of palpation of nerves against bony surfaces or ridges.

Point for palpation of deep peroneal nerve: Along the anterior aspect of ankle and then along upper ridge of calcaneus at sinus tarsi. Anatomically deep peroneal nerve in its distal part ends in a pseudo ganglion over roof of sinus tarsi and also ends in multiple branches to sinus tarsi and extensor digitorum brevis muscle.

Sural nerve: along lateral wall of calcaneus between lateral malleolus and tendo achillis. The sural nerve is subcutaneous and on lateral wall of calcaneus midway between tendo achillis and behind lateral malleolus.

Both these points were anatomically easy and were confirmed from anatomical books to be commonest part where these nerves will lay.

Materials and results

Study included consecutive 90 symptomatic sciatica patients. Forty-six had pain along the L5 dermatomal distribution and 34 had along S1. There was pain along both L5 and S1 areas in 18 of them. In L5 sciatica we found the lateral terminal branch of deep peroneal nerve was tender and very painful to touch. In case of S1 distribution pain it was found that sural nerve was very tender to palpate and touch. In symptomatic patients all had tenderness either on deep peroneal nerve or on sural nerve. Eighteen had tenderness on both nerves and were having pain along both L5 and S1 areas but one nerve may be more tender than other. The asymptomatic side was also palpated and was found tender in 4 (L5) and 7 (S1) patients. This examination was done as a part of routine clinical examination.
Figure 1 shows the surface marking for the sciatic nerve and its branching at popliteal fossa. In initial step of the study nerve was palpated at near ischial tuberosity, and popliteal fossa and the neck of fibula. It was further palpated distal to knee on deep peroneal nerve as seen in Figure 2 and sural nerve as seen in Figure 3. The images above are from Grey’s Anatomy and known to be royalty free. Author acknowledges the original images.
Fig. 2. DPN palpation spot seen as red dot
Study Part B

In this part of the study injection of sodium channel blocker was given at identified tender nerve spot distally. The point chosen for injection was not empirical but it was the same tender point of the nerve end in symptomatic patient. Effect of the injection on the pain, and other clinical features and duration of relief was studied.

In case of deep peroneal it was along depth and walls of the sinus tarsi and for sural nerve it was along superior edge of the calcaneus at midway between tendoachilles and the lateral malleolus. The sinus tarsi area for injection is similar to Oconnor’s area of sinus tarsi syndrome.
Materials

Present injection study was done on 100 consecutive patients seen for back and leg pain in outpatient during January 2011 and December 2012. Written information about the study plan was given and explained to the patients highlighting the diagnosis and injection part. Informed Consent was taken, allergies noted. They presented with main complaint of leg pain and occasional additional back pain, or starting with back pain but now entirely leg pain alone. Patients who had back and leg pain, leg pain more than back pain, duration of 3 to 12 weeks of pain, on nonoperative care, patients positive SLR were included. They had no gross motor deficit but some had sensory affection ranging from tingling to hypoesthesia.

Exclusion criteria were patients already having a gross neurologic deficit. Postoperative status and presence of claudication also was criteria for exclusion. This excluded 33 patients.

We a had total (100-33) 67 patients of with age range 30-65; 38 were male and 29 were female.
Methods

All patients were symptomatic with pain in leg along traditional L5 or S1 dermatome. Patient was assessed by routine history taking and assessment to rule out other red flags and local causes of pain. Standard neurological examination was done. Imaging study was routinely not ordered. Patient was asked to mark area of pain and it was noted if it fell in dermatome of L5 or S1. If the pain was predominantly in L5 area we utilized palpation of lateral terminal branch of deep peroneal nerve, for S1 sural nerve was palpated along lateral wall of calcaneus. The side of symptoms and duration noted. Once the nerve is found to be tender and painful on palpation we injected local anesthetic around end or distal identified painful area and noted its effect on the pain. We are injecting along distal part of the nerve and see its effect along the whole nerve trunk or tract and proximal part of back. Lignocaine 2% plain 3 cc without adrenaline was injected .The injection was at one or both the spots depending on the presentation and location of symptoms. More painful side area was chosen. Effect on pain is noted at 10 minutes and 30 minutes. Relief of pain distribution was noted. Duration of relief noted. Effect on mobility of the back if affected was noted. Effect on knee mobility was noted.

Results

Patients meeting inclusion criteria cited as primary symptom pain distributed along the L5 dermatome with tenderness on palpation of the lateral terminal deep peroneal nerve (LTD PN) (n=43) and pain distributed along S1 with tenderness in the sural nerve (n=24) with some patients experiencing both (n=13). Sixty-seven patients, therefore, showed 80 points of pain.

An injection of lignocaine was delivered to all pain points (50 at sinus tarsi for LTD PN; 30 at the lateral wall for sural nerve pain).

At 10 minutes postinjection, relief of pain is noted. Average VAS scores decreased from 7 preinjection to 1 for patients in the LTD PN group; for patients in the sural nerve treatment group, average VAS scores decreased from 8 to 2. At 30 minutes posttreatment, no patients in the LTD PN group reported any pain; only 3 of the 24 patients in the sural nerve treatment group reported a VAS greater than 0 (1 in all cases).

Duration of relief averaged 8 hours (range 3-36 hours).

The mobility of the back improved with relief of pain. In patients who had pain and knee mobility affection, knee regained normal mobility.

In some patients (n=13) both nerves were tender and pain distribution was patchy and more along both dermatomes. But more tenderness was noted on symptomatic side and also relevant to narration by patient, namely pain along back of the leg, calf, heel had sural tenderness more than DPN tenderness. All symptomatic patients had the nerve tender. All 67 patients responded to an injection of local anesthetic given at its distal end by relief of pain of varying duration. There were no untoward reactions to injection of lignocaine (plain without adrenaline and preservative).
Discussion

Patient’s main concern is pain and we need to increase our certainty about our diagnosis. Traditionally back related pain in leg has been diagnosed by history taking, noting pain descriptors, using questionnaires to rule out or confirm neuropathic pain, a proper relevant neurological examination and thinking based on dermatomes, use of judicious imaging, use of electrophysiological studies. All of the above have several limitations.

Focus on nerve root itself is lacking in studies of sciatica and nerve mediated leg pain. In our patients we were able to offer direct confirmation of nerve root involvement by palpation. In addition we were able to relieve the pain in very short time. The reverse action of distal injection can be explained by a unique property of the nociceptor.

We shift image or electro diagnosis paradigm to nerve root paradigm. Since this needs no technology its adaptation also is likely to be easy. Like a usual testing of peripheral pulses we need to promote peripheral nerve palpation as a part of usual testing for nerve root involvement. This would save lot of time money and efforts in clinical setting and also refine our clinical assessment in primary and specialty care related to early diagnosis of mechanosensitization of the nerve in symptomatic patients with sciatica.

In our study for the first time we have demonstrated that distal ends of deep peroneal nerve at lateral terminal branch and sural nerve are tender in symptomatic patients with L5 or S1 pain distribution. We also have 13/67 patients who have both nerves tender and needed injection for both the tender points. Sural nerve in its retro malleolar course is constant even though proximally it may have many variations.13 It is also significant to note that it is entirely sensory nerve.

It has been reported that leakage of chemical mediators or inflammatory cytokines, which are produced in the painful disc, into the epidural space through annular tears could lead to injury to nerve roots and may be primary pathophysiologic mechanism of radiating leg pain without disc herniation. Our study part A correlated nerve inflammation to pain by palpation of the nerve. Symptomatic nerve was demonstrated to be tender. For the first time the affected structure is identified clinically.

Degeneration in functional spinal unit is characterized by structural failure in its components. This is sensed and responded to by nervous system.14 It results in pain as main symptom. The intervertebral disc starts changing from age of 20 years. Diminished nutrition to the intervertebral disc in the first half of the second life decade appears to initiate tissue breakdown.15 The degenerative changes are mainly in form of annular tears. It is likely that the disc may leak cytokines form the tears giving chemical radiculitis.16,17 It may manifest as pain due to chemical inflammation alone without mechanical compression. It can be cause of pain and its persistence.18 The concept of radiculitis was first described by Lewin in 1943, when he discussed the condition of irritation of the lumbar and sacral nerve roots. Recently role of Phospholipase A2 has been highlighted in inflammation in sciatica.19 Our focus is not identifying or staging degeneration but nerve affection and involvement.
Pathophysiology of disc-related sciatica has strong chemical component. Sciatica in patients with disc disease was long ascribed to pressure on nerve root by a herniated disc. However, a role for chemical factors and mechanical insult is suggested by a number of clinical observations: large disc herniations are not always symptomatic, severe pain may be present in patients without imaging evidence of nerve root compression, the severity of symptoms and neurological signs is not well correlated with the size of the disc herniation, and conservative therapy is often effective, disc herniations can undergo spontaneous resorption and disc surgery does not consistently provide pain relief.20

The intervertebral disc is immunogenic, and mediators for inflammation have been identified within intervertebral disc tissue providing further evidence for the chemical cause. The current pathophysiological theory incriminates pro inflammatory substances secreted by the nucleus pulposus (NP).20 Changes of sodium channel density are known to be directly correlated to ectopic discharge rate. New hypothesis about pain states that pain is either due to inflammation or end result of inflammatory response. This is proposed as new law of pain.21 Pain is a state (of neural tissue) dependent sensory experience and there is a clear distinction between nociception and inflammatory pain.22,23 Sodium-channel dysfunction likely plays an important role in leading to ectopic generation of action potentials. The patient gets episodes of abrupt “pain attacks.” These attacks may correspond to bursts of spontaneous activity in the injured afferents related to sodium-channel dysfunction.24,25 Nucleus pulposus on contact is known to induce inflammation and mechanosensitization in nerve root and DRG. The disintegrated DRG capsule is known to show increased permeability; a possible entrance route for various substances induced by locally applied nucleus pulposus.26 Large and small sensory afferent nerve fibers are affected in lumbar radiculopathy.27 Morphological changes in terms of an epidural inflammatory reaction and minor axonal and Schwann cell damage were demonstrated within 3 h of NP application, with or without compression.28 Peripheral input has been documented as necessary and sufficient for the persistence of several of these pain states implicating unresolved nociceptor sensitization.29 This sensitization can be detected by palpating the nerve. This sensitization probably is relieved by injection of the sodium channel blocker.

Primary afferent fibers have a unique morphology, called pseudo-unipolar, wherein both central and peripheral terminals emanate from a common axonal stalk. This distinguishes the primary afferent neuron from the prototypical neuron, where the recipient branch of the neuron (the dendrite) is biochemically distinct from the transmission branch (the axon).12 Literature mentions examples of dichotomizing axons to explain certain other clinically noted phenomena. Patient having groin pain and lower lumbar disc affection may have the pseudo unipolar dichotomizing axon as the basis.30 Both the peripheral and central terminals can be targeted by a host of endogenous molecules (such as pH, lipids, and neurotransmitters) that regulate its sensitivity. Therapeutics directed at both terminals can influence the transmission of pain messages. Topically applied drugs (such as local anesthetics or capsaicin) can regulate pain via an action at the peripheral terminal. This has been amply shown in part B of our study. We have explained for the first time how a distal block can relieve proximal pain.
We are concerned about the continued rise in disability associated with low back problems despite technological advances and greater expenditure on diagnostic tests and treatment. These have been mentioned time and again in social forums and political meets as well as scientific literature. The path to improvement lies in refining our approach to detection and confirmation of sciatica and monitoring it during its treatment till it is resolved.

Sciatica is mainly diagnosed by history taking and physical examination. The diagnostic value of history and physical examination has not been well studied. Physical examination alone today is totally irrelevant to newer understanding about pain and its mechanisms. History taken from patient may be related to cause, patients’ perception about cause, and about location and severity of affect mainly pain or deficit. It may rule out trauma, infection and likely ischemia. Long duration and chronicity may add to affect. It is possible to differentiate nerve sensitization, denervation and central sensitization based on narration and examination. Pain related or symptom related descriptors may help in identifying neuropathic pain using Leeds Assessment of Neuropathic Symptoms and Signs (LANsS). We may also be able to segregate claudication from radicular sciatic pain. Our prime concern is to diagnose the involvement of nerve root or DRG in symptomatic patients. It is important that patients make sense of their suffering to tolerate it and evolve better. In clinical assessment since patient narration alone is not reliable for diagnosis and added examination may be more important than just narration. Examination may lead to precise localization of pain generator. But added confounding factors and medical co morbidities may make it less valuable. It helps us to rule out trauma, infection, and ischemia. Symptoms are dynamic and they cannot be captured in static examination. There is no refined clinical sign to detect inflammation in affected nerve during traditional examination. It is also important to note that many times it is difficult to distinguish L5 radiculopathy and peroneal nerve affection on traditional clinical examination alone.

Pain may also change with time, posture and position. The pain in leg may become centralized on movement of extension and then is known to have a good correlation with annular integrity. McKenzie’s sign elucidates its mechanism and it may be more dependable than an MRI. This is one sign which may be useful in absence of MRI access. It also highlights the nondependable nature of static dermatomal basis of diagnosing pain generator. The change in pain location in McKenzie’s test points to annular integrity and function.

In dermatomes we are trying to detect the skin affection due to involvement of the DRG or root. Traditionally dermatomes are a favored target in examination but they are old, nonspecific, nonreliable and too approximate. Sensory fibers are carried from DRG to spinal cord and to periphery. The nociceptors are unique and even though they are distributed in different formats they still give perception of pain. They are pseudo-unipolar axons. Due to their unique properties we have pain felt in periphery even though affection may be in centre.
In rat study it has been found innervation territory of a lumbar dorsal root ganglion forms a cone, with the apex at the ganglion and the base circumference at the dermatome. As L5 or S1 DRG do not or only sparsely innervate the lumbar spine, so commonest radiculopathies of L5 or S1 levels do not cause pain sensed over the lumbar spine but cause pain in leg below knee.\textsuperscript{35}

Symptoms may be outside classical dermatomal areas involving deeper tissues. The deeper tissues thus affected may be called dynatomes.\textsuperscript{36} The dermatomes are enunciated more than 100 years back without further refinement. The pain is not known to follow dermatomal patterns except in S1 in recent study.\textsuperscript{37} There is unnecessary dogma about dermatomes. They are old and unreliable even though we have recently come up with “evidence based dermatome maps.”\textsuperscript{38} With known limitations of dermatomes which are thought to be the closest we go to knowing changed functioning of nociceptors we may have to look at shifting our focus from dermatomes to nociceptors “affected fibers with their unique properties.” This may open up new possibilities in clinically identifying the affected DRG or root.\textsuperscript{39,40,41}

In 1942 J. J. Keegan and F. D. Garrett reported on segmental distribution of cutaneous nerves in the extremities. Regular pattern of serial dermatomes in the limbs extending as continuous patterns from the dorsal midline of the body down the arms and legs are described.\textsuperscript{42} Kortelainen in 1985 identified limited utility of then existing maps so pain, neurological changes, CT and operative findings were correlated. S1 affection was seen even with L2-3 (1%) L3-4(1.5%) L4-5(34%) and L5-S1(63%) discs, perhaps because the traversing root was affected. Indicating that S1 dermatome can be affected by discs at many levels. The neurologic picture of high herniations was completely unreliable.\textsuperscript{43} Nitta in a 1992 study used SNRB in addition to symptom analysis. This is supposed to be best study about dermatomes and their correlation with skin manifestation and root affected. It was concluded that marked difference between L4, L5, and S1 may be caused by the diversity of the dorsal rami of the spinal nerves and double control by the lateral cutaneous nerve of the thigh.\textsuperscript{44} Direct correlation in skin and neural element is too simplistic. Inter segmental connections in dorsal spinal rootlets are known making dermatomes more unpredictable. It is also important to note that dermatome is area of skin innervated by particular nerve root, DRG or spinal segment and they are not peripheral nerve fields. Lee has described the best available map by integration of all available evidence. In this map the overlap of C7 and L5 is acknowledged.\textsuperscript{39} In our study we have directly correlated pain with the nerve physically and have been able to relieve the symptoms by utilizing same tender area for blocking involved sodium channels.

SLR and slump test are not positive in absence of compression of nerve root. Slump test is sensitive and SLR is more specific for herniation with root compression. In absence of mechanical compression and affection of root mobility the SLR may be normal. There are many patients who have severe pain along the leg but SLR may be negative. We are clueless in these patients where present study may shed light.

MRI is taken as the gold standard for nerve root involvement assessment but it is less sensitive than clinical examination. Imaging studies may need contrast studies, dynamic studies, and concepts about instability in images are still not reliable. MRI-visible nerve involvement is significantly less common as compared to detection by physical examination and pain drawing findings of nerve involvement in corresponding body.
As most issues and decisions about treatment and outcomes today depend on MRI nerve root involvement assessment than clinical detection; we need to make clinical examination more meaningful and dependable by overcoming disconnect and paradox in images and symptoms.

Patients with anular tears may experience low back pain or radiation of pain into the lower extremity. Chemical radiculitis is an inflammatory condition of the nerve root, which may result from the rupture of the anulus fibrosus and dissemination of disc fluid along the nerve root sheath. In some patients discography solves this puzzle when we have leak of the dye from an annular tear and its flow along root sleeve that causes pain or gets relieved on analgesic discography. CT scan may be used as an adjunct to discography. Provocative discography is one of the methods for diagnosing discogenic chemical radiculitis. Symptoms of extremity pain, MR imaging void of local nerve root pathology, an electromyography study positive for an acute radiculopathy, and a positive fluoroscopically guided diagnostic selective nerve root block make a diagnosis of chemical radiculitis. However, morphologic evaluation of the nerve root caused by chemical radiculitis is not practised. In our present study we have demonstrated that an inflamed root is tender to palpate in part A and its involvement can be confirmed by injecting sodium channel blocker along its distal end in part B. It may be possible to use 3D MRI for chemical radiculitis detection. All patients with radicular leg pain caused by chemical radiculopathy showed nerve root swelling on 3D MR Radiculography. Symptoms noted in structured physical examination and pain diagram may be caused by MRI invisible factors. Inflammation may be detected in MRI by use of additional imaging with enhancement; but may not be feasible in routine assessment. The MRI invisible factors need treatment directed at nerve root involvement. We need to understand these MRI invisible factors to overcome this problem situation. Lack of precision in assessing nerve involvement may result in inadequate and improper analgesia treatment and dissatisfaction in patients’ mind and our inability to prognosticate.

Today in absence of any sign to monitor peri neural inflammation and resultant chemical sciatica; the progress on follow up or during conservative or surgical treatment is assessed by just narration of the patient about intensity on a VAS scale or Oswestry disability index. There is no objective assessment. In symptomatic patients MRI may be helpful but Images may not correlate with pain generation cause and process in about 28%. In postoperative cases to monitor the case serial MRI has been advised but cost considerations make it difficult. Recent advances in magnetic resonance (MR) imaging of nerves has ensured that MR neurography is capable of providing information about nerve compression, nerve inflammation, and recovery of nerve from pathological states. However, MR Neurography has yet to be used to correlate these findings with mechanosensitivity. Neurography may be more useful than electro diagnosis in cases of radiculopathy. However, nerve-root inflammation is a key feature of sciatica, and the state of inflammation may be more important than anatomic contact between disc and nerve root. Discerning the clinical relevance of spine imaging results is an ongoing challenge. However we can avoid imaging entirely in situations in which it is unlikely to be useful. In such situations our ability to palpate and detect a sensitized nerve is more important. If we are able to relieve the pain in real time, it has significant positive impact on patients.
It has been pointed out that spine imaging is not really contributory to diagnosis and may not change outcomes. Reporting of imaging also needs to be presented to a patient with all caveats. Real-time ultrasound has been used in the investigation of pain disorders in the upper limb and sciatic nerve movement in the lower limb. However, at this stage, the usefulness of this procedure may be restricted to measurement of nerve movement rather than mechanosensitivity. Thus imaging is not enough for nerve root involvement assessment in a mechanosensitized nerve in symptomatic patient.

Electrophysiological studies may report normal results even in painful conditions, positive only if physiological integrity of nerve is affected. This test may make us aware of any collateral damage in nervous system. They essentially are not for diagnosing pain. It is likely that pain in the leg which may be nerve mediated may be missed.

Minimally invasive endoscopic visualization of pain generators is possible. During these surgeries we have been able to manipulate the DRG and nerve root and appreciate the pain perception in certain area by the patients. These areas vary as per area of the root probed, root axilla, body or outer border. Yeung and Gore have reported endoscopic in vivo visualization of pain generators and their treatment. We can palpate inflamed nerve at foramen which may induce pain along its peripheral distribution.

Neural tissue mechanosensitivity (local tenderness over nerve trunks and pain in response to limb movements that elongate the nerve) is a recognized feature of pain of neural origin. Nerve palpation has been advocated as an additional assessment technique in the examination of neural tissue pain disorders. Under normal circumstances, peripheral nerve trunks are usually painless to non-noxious stimuli. However, if the nerve trunks are inflamed, even mild mechanical provocation, such as gentle palpation, can cause pain and protective muscle responses. Therefore, if the sciatic nerve tract is sensitized and pain is provoked by the SLR and slump tests, then a similar pain response is elicited by gentle nerve palpation. Increased sensitivity of nerve trunks to palpation is as a result of inflammation. In one study, reliability, validity and diagnostic accuracy of manual palpation of the sciatic, tibial and common peroneal nerves in the examination of low-back related leg pain was examined. But nerves were palpated in only above knee location. They were not palpated below knee and in distal area of the lower limb. This needs refinement.

In previous reported studies only proximal nerve trunks were palpated and palpation was validated for diagnosing nerve root mechanosensitization. We have further refined this palpation to focus on distal end of the nerve. This focus was prompted by idea that since the inputs for pain in these cases may be from periphery we need to go to distal most points of the nerve which is likely to be affected. As it is distribution of L5 and S1 does extend upto toes. Once we have used the distalmost part we will be able to integrate affection of the full length of root or axons all along their length. We have successfully correlated nerve with dermatome.

The presence of increased neural tissue mechanosensitivity identified in part by nerve palpation is one of the key factors in the classification of low-back related leg pain. Classification of patients with back related leg pain into subgroups with targeted intervention, has been suggested as a mean of improving treatment outcome and there is preliminary evidence to support this. Although the SLR and slump tests are tests of
"stretch" mechanosensitivity, palpation may be seen as a sign of "pressure" mechanosensitivity. In our routine examination we can integrate palpation. In view of the finding that commonly sciatica is present distal to knee we must palpate both common peroneal and its branches and sural nerve. We have used above described two spots as preferred areas for manipulations related to L5 and S1 roots. We have consistently found these two spots very tender indicating an inflammation base in symptomatic patients with L5 or S1 sciatica.

Selective Nerve Root Block

It has been shown that history, physical examination, imaging, and nerve conduction studies in non-radicular or discogenic pain are unable to diagnose the precise cause in 85% of the patients. In contrast, controlled diagnostic blocks have been shown to determine the cause of pain in as many as 85% of the patients. Level of evidence for selective nerve root blocks for diagnostic purposes is Level II-III. In patients with subacute or chronic radicular symptoms, there is good evidence that a single TFESI has similar efficacy as a single transforaminal injection of bupivacaine or saline. Literature supports their use in the treatment of lumbosacral radicular pain. The popularity of neural blockade as a diagnostic tool in painful disorders is specifically because it helps to determine pathophysiology of clinical pain, site of nociception and inflammation, pathway of afferent signals. Information gained then may be applied to choice of medicines, therapeutic blocks and surgery, and used to anticipate response to neuroablative therapies. Injections around spinal nerves alone are not dependable for decision making in neuroablative procedures. SNRB is the gold standard today as it is affect related and can detect pain generator, but needs elaborate set up, stay in hospital and fought with severe complications. Although the benefits for epidural steroid injections may include transient pain relief for those with/without surgical disease, the multitude of risks attributed to these injections outweighs the benefits. In one study On the basis of a definition of a positive block as 70% pain relief, it had a sensitivity of 57%, a specificity of 86%, an accuracy of 73%, a positive predictive value of 77%, and a negative predictive value of 71%. False-negatives were due to insufficient infiltration, insufficient passage of the injectate, and intraepineural injections, false-positives resulted from overflow of the injectate from the injected asymptomatic level into either the epidural space or symptomatic level.

Complications of SNRB are due to contaminated epidural steroid injections resulting in meningitis, stroke, paralysis, and death. The Center for Disease Control (CDC) specifically identified 25 deaths (many due to Aspergillosis), 337 patients sickened, and 14,000 exposed to contaminated steroids. Nevertheless, many other complications go unreported underreported: Other life-threatening infections, spinal fluid leaks (0.4-6%), positional headaches (28%), adhesive arachnoiditis (6-16%), hydrocephalus, air embolism, urinary retention, allergic reactions, intravascular injections (7.9-11.6%), stroke, blindness, neurological deficits/paralysis, hematomas, seizures, and death.

In recent editorial in Spine6 the utility of SNRB in diagnosing is considered negative. In essence, it posits that SNRBs are unable to diagnose spinal pathology; SNRB pain relief may be due to blockade of the indirect contributors to pain or placebo; and concludes that, given concerns about safety and their lack of diagnostic accuracy, SNRBs via the classic approach should no longer be performed and that the Kambin triangle approach is an
improvement compared with the classic approach—the only role for SNRBs is therapeutic. We would like to propose distal block as an anatomically selective and physiologically mechanism specific block for diagnosis of sciatica.

There is limited evidence for selective nerve root injections as a diagnostic tool in evaluating low back pain with radicular features. Based on current weak evidence, it is unlikely that SNRB is a cost-effective method for identifying the symptomatic nerve root prior to lumbar spine surgery. It is possible that we may be able to give relief of radicular pain by distal block but at almost zero cost. This point needs further study by comparison of nerve root block proximal end compared with distal end with special reference to costs. A proper titrated dose of injectate may give long-term relief.

Studies in older literature about distal to foramen blocks were done in an era when concepts about pain generation and unique properties of nociceptors were not refined. Studies were not able to add to the then state of art. Case series has been published as old as in 1960 where distal to lesion block was studied to relieve pain from a large area supplied by the nerve by blocking the afferent from that area. “Evidence that local anesthetic injections of the afferent pathway, distal to the site of the lesion, may stop the pain or paraesthesia that may far outlast the duration of the anesthesia; and blocking a peripheral nerve supplying a large part but not the whole of the region where the pain or paraesthesia are felt may remove these sensations from the entire region.” No explanation as to the mechanism was given and was not suggested. Another study by Xavier et al highlights peripheral inputs as a cause of pain during distal block study.

The effectiveness of common peroneal nerve block for lumbar disc herniation was evaluated in a double blind study by Tajiri et al. Common peroneal nerve block was performed near the fibular head in nine patients using 2% lidocaine and in 10 patients using saline. The average pain scale score decreased from 3.1 to 0.6 in the lidocaine group, whereas it decreased from 3.0 to 2.6 in the placebo group. The average result in the straight leg raising test increased from 61 degrees to 84 degrees in the lidocaine group, but from 44 degrees to 50 degrees in the placebo group. Lower leg pain lessened more in the lidocaine group than in the placebo group. The paper concluded lower leg pain disappeared or decreased with a lidocaine block at a site distal to the lumbar lesion suggesting impulses that are transmitted distal to the lesion may be important for the generation of sciatic radicular pain. In unreported study we have compared injections of local anesthetic with sodium chloride and it was found that local anesthetics were superior in giving relief of pain.

In a recent report in spine journal about disc related sciatica emphasis is added to shift our focus and thinking from disc herniation to nerve root involvement. Most sensitive and specific physical examination tests for the evaluation of radicular pain are conceptually based on the detection of neural tension (SLR) or nerve root dysfunction (sensorimotor deficits) and are only indirectly related to the disc herniation itself. Therefore disc herniation as reference standard is questionable and inappropriate. We should do all in our capacity to understand, detect, confirm, and monitor nerve root involvement irrespective of the pathological cause. We have done this in present study by proposing palpation of the nerve mainly to detect its increased mechanosensitivity. Pain relief even with distal
block can be a replacement for transforaminal selective nerve root block and a confirmation of nerve mediated pain. This would then bring in nerve root affect paradigm in place of disc and related electro diagnostic or MRI imaging paradigm.

Saal et al. have emphasized accuracy, safety and reproducibility in clinical testing. The tests used to diagnose the source of a patient's pain require accurate determination of the abolition or reproduction of the patient's painful symptoms. We have been able to achieve abolition of pain in all patients even though for a limited period of time by injecting distally. We have also observed that SLR improved in patients partially. This partial improvement may be proportionate to component of inflammation than mechanical compression cause. In patients when SLR improved totally it is proposed that patient had apparently only inflammation as cause.

There is a fundamental question in musculoskeletal system and specifically in back and related leg pain. Where is the pain coming from? The study by kuslich et al answers that question. Sciatic nerve can be only painful if the root is inflamed and then mechanically stretched or compressed. Inflammation is a prerequisite for pain. Studies have extensively reported on effects of nucleus pulposus on nerve root morphology, sodium channels etc. Chen et al.'s study is remarkable in describing minute changes in axon morphology and its mechano sensitization and up regulation of sodium channels. This study describes a finer correlation between sodium channel levels and the nerve function. It nearly forms the basis of present study. Olmarker et al have studied and extensively published on effects of nucleus pulposus on nerve root in acute and chronic stages.

Adjacent double root contribution is seen in unilateral sciatica. It has been reported recently in more than 50% cases it may make clinical presentation and assessment more confusing. In our study we found 13 patients had both nerves tender thus correlating with double root contributions. Both nerves on injection responded with relief of pain. We also are aware that level of sodium channels in related nerve will decide the dose of injectate of blocker but we have used the same 3 ml 2% lignocaine in all patients. Using different concentration and volume may be more or less effective. It may be possible to use other long acting anesthetics.

Positive results on injection and relief confirm diagnosis of sciatica as nerve-mediated pain. We confirm the mechanism of this pain which may be upregulated sodium channels in nerve by inducing relief using sodium channel blocker. This use of lidocaine for relieving effects of nucleus pulposus is well supported in literature.

In previous reports of distal blocks the mechanism of its effectiveness has been unknown, site of injection also was not precise. Our study has been a advancement on both the counts of palpation and injection at distal end of the nerve.

We are able to relieve pain of radicular sciatica by transforaminal or epidural injection of steroids or local anesthetics at proximal end. This study is the first of its kind in eliciting this unique property of the nociceptor. It has always been traditionally thought that a proximal injection at intervertebral foramen around the root will relieve distal pain but here we are able to achieve same results by injecting the distal most portion of the nerve root. This is easy and needs no technology and is an office procedure.
The idea of using local anesthetic came from its action a sodium channel blocker. Local anesthetic in addition has been used systemically and intravenously for relief of neuropathic pain. It is observed that decrease of neuropathic pain following local or systemic use of a local anesthetic is related to decrease of ectopic ongoing activity in injured afferent nerve fibers. It may be possible to relieve pain by using lignocaine patches locally over the affected nerve. We feel a further study is warranted to study this possibility.

Previous reports have highlighted mechanism-based classification of pain. We feel that by our study we have integrated the research information in bedside clinical testing.

In a symptomatic patient who is MRI negative or has no significant findings in MRI instead of doing multiple tests it may be prudent to relieve the pain by a distal block as above and then analyze the likely cause and plan treatment. It is likely that if pain is totally relieved for a long duration, inflammation may be forming a dominant part of the symptom generation and non-operative care may be appropriate for the patient. In resource poor settings and where an access to MRI is not available this clinical test may be helpful. It is likely that we may have this as a clinical correlate for nerve mediated pain.

We would also like to study further and confirm the dermatome and tender nerve relation. The question of distal block needs further refined study as we will have to include all patients who may have spots of pain, and pain of non-traumatic and non-infective causes. This also may include patients with referred pain.

We are not proposing this "Gore sign" as treatment of nerve root involvement, but a precise diagnosis which may hold more promise. It is likely that with inclusion of nerve palpation in physical examination in addition to pain diagram, electro diagnosis, and image analysis we may be able to refine our diagnosis. We are aware that this is a simplistic view of the pain mechanisms and there are many approximations in this study. It is simple and has no technology barrier. It has worked in hands of the author. It overcomes all legacy limitations of the present day approach and most of its basis is validated.

Increasing certainty in treatment outcome may improve compliance by the patients. It may also be possible to predict that surgical intervention may not be needed in absence of mechanical compression and confirmation of chemical as the only cause. The author proposes this as the "Gore sign and block" and a new clinical correlate for chemical sciatica.
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